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Abstract

method invocation to simplify distributed application component collaboration [2]. Third, there are increasing efforts to
define standard middleware, such as the Object Management
Group (OMG)’s Common Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA) [3], that permits embedded multimedia applications
to interwork seamlessly throughout heterogeneous networks and
endsystems.
Standard CORBA middleware is now available that allows
clients to invoke operations on distributed components without
concern for component location, programming language, OS
platform, communication protocols and interconnects, or hardware. These features of CORBA make it potentially suited to
provide communication middleware for distributed embedded
systems. However, conventional CORBA middleware generally lacks support for efficient and predictable performance and
small footprints, which limit the rate at which performancesensitive embedded multimedia applications have been developed to leverage advances in standard middleware.

To support the quality of service (QoS) requirements of embedded multimedia applications, such as real-time audio and
video, electronic mail and fax, and Internet telephony, off-theshelf middleware like CORBA must be flexible, efficient, and predictable. Moreover, stringent memory constraints imposed by
embedded system hardware necessitates a minimal footprint for
middleware that supports multimedia applications.
This paper provides three contributions towards developing efficient ORB middleware to support embedded multimedia applications. First, we describe the optimization principle patterns used to develop a time- and space-efficient CORBA
Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) interpreter for TAO, which is our
high-performance, real-time ORB. Second, we describe the optimizations applied to TAO’s IDL compiler to generate efficient and small stubs/skeletons used in TAO’s IIOP protocol
engine. Third, we empirically compare the performance and
memory footprint of interpretive (de)marshaling versus compiled (de)marshaling for a wide range of IDL data types.
Applying our optimization principle patterns to TAO’s IIOP
protocol engine improved its interpretive (de)marshaling performance to the point where it is now comparable to the performance of compiled (de)marshaling. Moreover, our IDL compiler optimizations generate interpreted stubs/skeletons whose
footprint is substantially smaller than compiled stubs/skeletons.
Our results illustrate that careful application of optimization
principle patterns can yield both time- and space-efficient
standards-based middleware.
Keywords: CORBA performance optimizations, minimal
footprint ORBs, embedded multimedia applications.

B. Research challenges for communication middleware
Developing efficient and predictable communication middleware like CORBA for embedded multimedia applications
yields many research challenges. For hand-held embedded devices, these challenges center on meeting mobile computing demands [4], [5], such as handling low bandwidth, heterogeneity
in the network connections, frequent changes and disruptions
in the established connections due migration, and maintaining
cache consistency.
In addition to the mobility challenges, there are restrictions
on the physical size and power consumption of embedded multimedia system hardware. These restrictions constrain the amount
of storage used by these systems. Likewise, storage constraints
dictate the size, flexibility, and performance requirements of the
middleware software that supports multimedia applications on
these embedded systems.
The memory footprint of CORBA middleware is determined
largely by the static and dynamic size of the ORB Core, Object Adapter, and stubs/skeletons generated by a OMG Interface
Definition Language (IDL) compiler [6]. The OMG’s Minimum
CORBA [7] specification defines a standard subset of CORBA
that minimizes the size of the ORB Core and Object Adapter for
embedded systems. However, the OMG does not define a standard specification for minimizing the footprint of IDL compilergenerated stubs/skeletons, which is considered a “quality of implementation” issue for ORB developers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Emerging trends in embedded multimedia application development
Three trends are shaping the future development environments for embedded multimedia applications, such as MIMEenabled email, Web browsing, and Internet telephony. First,
there is a movement away from programming applications from
scratch using low-level protocols and operating system APIs to
integrating applications using reusable components [1]. Second, there is great demand for middleware that provides remote
Work done by the first author while at Washington University.
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C. Addressing research challenges with optimization principle
patterns:
Our previous research has examined many dimensions of
high-performance and real-time ORB endsystem design, including static [8] and dynamic [9] scheduling, event processing [10], I/O subsystem integration [11], ORB Core connection and concurrency architectures [12], and Object Adapter
demultiplexing optimizations [6]. This paper focuses on another dimension in the high-performance and real-time ORB
endsystem design space: the optimization principle patterns
used to develop a time- and space-efficient CORBA Inter-ORB
Protocol (IIOP) engine for TAO [8], which is a open-source1,
standard-compliant implementation of CORBA optimized for
high-performance and real-time applications.
The optimizations used in TAO’s IIOP protocol engine are
guided by a set of principle patterns [13] that have been applied
to middleware [6] and lower-level networking protocols [14],
such as TCP/IP. Optimization principle patterns document rules
for avoiding common design and implementation mistakes that
degrade the performance, scalability, and predictability of complex systems. The optimization principle patterns we applied to
TAO’s IIOP protocol engine include: optimizing for the common
case; eliminating gratuitous waste; replacing general purpose
methods with specialized, efficient ones; precomputing values,
if possible; storing redundant state to speed up expensive operations; passing information between layers; optimizing for the
processor cache; and factoring common tasks to reduce footprint.
The performance of the optimized version of TAO is as fast,
or faster, than existing ORBs [15], [16] when using the static invocation interface (SII). Moreover, depending on the data type,
it is 2 to 4.5 times faster than ORBs when using the dynamic
skeleton interface (DSI) [17].

object location, programming language, OS platform, communication protocols and interconnects, and hardware. Figure 1
illustrates the key components in the CORBA reference model
that collaborate to provide this degree of portability, interoperability, and transparency. For a complete synopsis of CORBA’s
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Fig. 1. Key Components in the CORBA 2.x Reference Model

components, see [3].
B. Overview of CORBA GIOP and IIOP
The CORBA General Inter-ORB Protocol (GIOP) defines an
interoperability protocol between ORBs. The GIOP protocol
provides an abstract protocol specification that can be mapped
onto conventional connection-oriented transport protocols. An
ORB is GIOP-compatible if it can send and receive all valid
GIOP messages.
The GIOP specification consists of the following elements:
B.1 A Common Data Representation (CDR) definition

D. Paper organization
This paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the
CORBA reference model, the GIOP/IIOP interoperability protocols, SunSoft IIOP, and TAO; Section III presents the results
of TAO’s performance optimizations on the SunSoft IIOP interpreter; Section IV presents the results of optimizing TAO’s
IDL compiler to produce efficient and small footprint stubs and
skeletons for a range of IDL data types; Section V compares our
research with related work; and Section VI provides concluding
remarks.
II. BACKGROUND
TAO is a real-time ORB based on the SunSoft IIOP protocol engine. TAO is targeted for applications with deterministic
and statistical QoS requirements, as well as best effort requirements. This section outlines the CORBA reference model, its
GIOP/IIOP interoperability protocols, SunSoft IIOP, and TAO.
A. Overview of CORBA
CORBA Object Request Brokers (ORBs) [18] allow clients
to invoke operations on distributed objects without concern for
1 The source code and documentation for TAO is freely available at
www.cs.wustl.edu/ schmidt/TAO.html.



The GIOP specification defines the CDR transfer syntax,
which maps OMG IDL types from the native host format into
a low-level bi-canonical representation that supports both littleendian and big-endian formats. All OMG IDL data types are
marshaled using the CDR syntax into an encapsulation, (which
is an octet stream that holds marshaled data) and exchanged between clients and servers.
B.2 GIOP message formats
The GIOP specification defines seven types of messages that
send requests, receive replies, locate objects, and manage communication channels.
B.3 GIOP transport assumptions
The GIOP specification describes the type of transport protocols that can carry GIOP messages. In addition, the GIOP
specification defines a connection management protocol and a
set of constraints for message ordering.
The most common concrete mapping of GIOP onto the
TCP/IP transport protocol is known as the Internet Inter-ORB
Protocol (IIOP). The GIOP and IIOP specifications are described further in [3].
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C. Overview of the SunSoft IIOP Protocol Engine
SunSoft IIOP is a freely available, open-source2 implementation of IIOP version 1.0. The key features and architecture of
SunSoft IIOP are outlined below.

The SunSoft IIOP protocol engine is written in C++ and provides the features of a CORBA ORB Core. It handles connection management, socket endpoint demultiplexing, concurrency
control, and the IIOP protocol. It is not a complete ORB, however, since it lacks an IDL compiler, an Implementation Repository, and a Portable Object Adapter (POA).
On the client-side, SunSoft IIOP provides a static invocation
interface (SII) and a dynamic invocation interface (DII). The SII
is used by client-side stubs. The DII is used by clients that have
no compile-time knowledge of the operations they invoke. Thus,
the DII allows clients to create CORBA requests at run-time.
In SunSoft IIOP, requests are created and parameters marshaled using the Request, NVList, NamedValue, and
TypeCode pseudo-object interfaces defined by CORBA.
Pseudo-objects are entities that are neither CORBA primitive
types nor constructed types. Operations on pseudo-object references cannot be invoked using the DII mechanism since the
interface repository does not keep any information about them.
In addition, pseudo-objects are locality constrained, i.e., they
cannot be transferred as parameters to operations of an IDL interface.
SunSoft IIOP supports dynamic skeletons via the dynamic
skeleton interface (DSI). The DSI is used by applications and
ORB bridges [3] that have no compile-time knowledge of the
interfaces they implement. Thus, the DSI parses incoming requests, unmarshals their parameters, and demultiplexes requests
to the appropriate servants.
Servers that use the SunSoft DSI mechanism must provide
TypeCode information used to interpret incoming requests and
demarshal the parameters. TypeCodes are CORBA pseudoobjects that describe the format and layout of primitive and constructed IDL data types in the incoming request stream. This
information is used by SunSoft IIOP’s interpretive marshaling
engine for each data type as it is marshaled and transmitted over
a network.
C.2 The Sunsoft IIOP Software Architecture
The components in SunSoft IIOP are shown in Figure 2. The
TypeCode (de)marshaling protocol engine is the primary component of SunSoft IIOP. SunSoft IIOP’s protocol engine is an
interpreter that encodes or decodes parameter data by identifying their TypeCodes at run-time using the kind field of each
TypeCode object.
SunSoft IIOP uses an interpreter to reduce the space utilization of its protocol engine. Minimizing the memory footprint of
a protocol engine is important for embedded multimedia applications, such as hand-held PDAs. SunSoft IIOP’s code size is
less than 100 Kbytes on a real-time operating system like VxWorks. ORBs with small memory footprints are also useful for
2 See ftp://ftp.omg.org/pub/interop/ for the SunSoft IIOP
source code.
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general-purpose operating systems since the protocol interpreter
can be small enough to fit entirely within a processor cache.
Each component of the SunSoft IIOP software architecture is
outlined below:
C.2.a The TypeCode::traverse method. The SunSoft
IIOP interpreter is implemented within the traverse method
of the TypeCode class. All parameter marshaling and demarshaling is performed interpretively by traversing the data structure according to the layout of the TypeCode/Request tuple passed to traverse. This method is passed a pointer to
a visit method (described below), which interprets CORBA
requests based on their TypeCode layout. The request part of
the tuple contains the data that was passed by an application on
the client-side or received from the OS protocol stack on the
server-side.
C.2.b The visit method. The TypeCode interpreter invokes the visit method to marshal or demarshal the data associated with the TypeCode it is currently interpreting. The
visit method is a pointer that contains the address of one of
the four methods described below:
 The CDR::encoder method: The encoder method of
the CDR class converts application data types from their native
host representation into the CDR representation used to transmit
CORBA requests over a network.
 The CDR::decoder method: The decoder method of
the CDR class is the inverse of the encoder method. It converts
request values from the incoming CDR stream into the native
host representation.
 The deep copy method: The deep copy method is
used by the SunSoft DII mechanism to allocate storage and marshal parameters into the CDR stream using the TypeCode interpreter.
 The deep free method: The deep free method is
used by the SunSoft DSI server to release dynamically allocated
memory after incoming data has been demarshaled and passed
to a server application.
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C.2.c The utility methods. The following SunSoft IIOP methods perform various ORB utility tasks:
 The calc nested size and alignment method:
This method calculates the size and alignment of composite IDL
data types like structs or unions.
 The struct traverse method: The TypeCode interpreter uses this method to traverse the fields in an IDL struct
recursively.
Section II-C.3 examines the run-time behavior of SunSoft
IIOP by tracing the path taken by requests used to transmit the
sequence of BinStructs shown below:

SENDER
do_call()
Create a CDR stream to send
Fill GIOP Header
Create a GIOP:Request
message
For each parameter,
call CDR::put_param

GIOP::Invocation::invoke()

// BinStruct is 32 bytes (including padding).
struct BinStruct
{
short s; char c; long l;
octet o; double d; octet pad[8]
};
// Richly typed data.
interface ttcp_throughput
{
typedef sequence<BinStruct> StructSeq;
// similarly for the rest of the types
// Operations to send various data type sequences.
oneway void sendStructSeq (in StructSeq ts);
// similarly for rest of the types

write()

OS KERNEL

NETWORK

};

The performance of SunSoft IIOP for these data types is examined in Section III.
C.3 Tracing the Data Path of a SunSoft IIOP Request
To illustrate the run-time behavior of SunSoft IIOP, we
trace the path taken by requests that transmit a sequence of
BinStructs. We show how the TypeCode interpreter consults the TypeCode information as it (de)marshals parameters.
We use the same BinStruct in this example and in our optimization experiments described in Section III-B.1.
C.3.a Client-side Data Path.
The client-side data path is
shown in Figure 3. This figure depicts the path traced by outgoing client requests through the TypeCode interpreter. The
CDR::encoder method marshals the parameters from native
host format into a CDR representation suitable for transmission
on the network.
The client uses the do call method, which is the static invocation interface (SII) API provided by SunSoft IIOP. This
method uses the TypeCode interpreter to marshal the parameters and send the client requests. The dynamic invocation interface (DII) mechanism uses the do dynamic call method to
send client requests.
Although the do call and do dynamic call methods
play similar roles, their type signatures are different. The
do call is used by IDL compiler-generated stubs to send
client requests. The do dynamic call is used by the ORB’s
DII API (i.e., send oneway and invoke) to send client requests. The do dynamic call is passed an NVList that
contains the parameters of the operation being invoked. In addition, it is passed a flag indicating whether the operation is
oneway or two-way, a string argument that represents the operation name, and a NamedValue pseudo-object that holds the
results.

TypeCode::traverse(value1,
value2,visit,strm,env)

sendStructSequence(seq)

CDR::put_param()
CDR::encoder(param_tc,
value,0,cdr_strm,env)

CDR::encoder(tc, data,
0, strm, env)
switch(tc->kind(env) {
case tk_char:
case tk_octet:
strm->put_char
(*(char *)data);
break;
case tk_short:
strm->put_short
(*(short *)data);
break;
case tk_long:
strm->put_long
(*(long *)data);
break;
case tk_double:
strm->put_longlong
(*(longlong *)data);
break;
case tk_sequence:
OctetSequence* seq =
(OctetSeq *)data;
strm->put_long
(*(long *)seq->length);
//Fall thru these cases
case tk_struct:
case tk_array:
return tc->traverse
(data, 0, encoder,
strm, env);
}

if (primitive typecode)
return visit(this,val1,val2,
strm,env);
switch(_kind){
//complex typecodes
case tk_sequence:
OctetSeq *seq =
(OctetSeq *)val1;
bounds = seq->length;
value1 = seq->buffer;
goto shared_array_code;
case tk_array:
bounds=ulong_param(1, env);
shared_array_code:
TypeCode_ptr tc2 =
typecode_param(0, env);
size = tc2->size(env);
while(bounds--){
visit(tc2,val1,val2,strm,env);
value1=size + (char*)val1;
value2=size + (char *)val2;
}
case tk_struct:
create an encapsulation
CDR stream for our params
struct_traverse(&encap,val1,
val2,visit, strm,env);
}

struct_traverse(encap,val1,
val2,visit,strm,env)
skip_string; // repository id;
skip_string; // struct name;
get number of members;
for each member {
skip_string; //member name
size =
calc_nested_size_
and_align(&tc,align);
visit(tc,val1,val2,strm,env);
val1 = size + (char*)val1;
val2 = size + (char *)val2;
}

Fig. 3. Sender-side Datapath for the Original SunSoft IIOP Implementation

The do call method creates a CDR stream into which operations for CORBA parameters are marshaled before they are
sent over the network. To marshal the parameters, do call
uses the CDR::encoder visit method. For primitive
types, such as octet, short, long, and double, the
CDR::encoder method marshals them into the CDR stream
using the lowest-level CDR::put methods. For constructed
data types, such as IDL structs and sequences, the
encoder recursively invokes the TypeCode interpreter.
The traverse method of the TypeCode interpreter consults the TypeCode layout passed to it by an application to determine the data types contained in a composite data type, such
as a struct or union. For each member of a composite data
type, the interpreter invokes the same visit method that invoked it. In our case, the encoder is the visit method that
originally called the interpreter. This process continues recursively until all parameters have been marshaled. At this point,
the request is transmitted over the network via the invoke
method of the GIOP::Invocation class.
C.3.b Server-side Data Path.
The server-side data path is
shown in Figure 4. This figure depicts the path traced by incoming client requests through the SunSoft IIOP TypeCode
interpreter. An event handler (TCP OA) waits in the ORB Core
for incoming data. After a CORBA request is received, its GIOP
type is decoded and the Object Adapter demultiplexes the request to the appropriate operation of the target object. The
CDR::decoder method then unmarshals the parameters from
the CDR representation into the server’s native host format. Finally, the server’s dispatching mechanism dispatches the request
to the skeleton of the target object by invoking an upcall on a
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Fig. 4. Receiver-side Datapath for the Original SunSoft IIOP Implementation

user-supplied servant method.
The SunSoft IIOP receiver supports the DSI mechanism.
Therefore, an NVList CORBA pseudo-object is created and
populated with the TypeCode information for the parameters retrieved from the incoming request. These parameters are retrieved by calling the params method of the
ServerRequest class. Similar to the client-side data path,
the server’s TypeCode interpreter uses the CDR::decoder
visit method to unmarshal individual data types into a parameter list. These parameters are subsequently passed to the
server application’s servant method.
D. Overview of TAO
To avoid unnecessarily re-inventing existing ORB components, TAO is based on SunSoft IIOP’s protocol engine. However, SunSoft IIOP has the following limitations:
D.1 Lack of complete ORB features
Although SunSoft IIOP provides an ORB Core, an IIOP protocol engine, and a DII and DSI implementation, it lacks an
IDL compiler, an Implementation Repository, and a Portable
Object Adapter (POA). TAO implements these missing features
and provides several new features, such as real-time scheduling
and dispatching mechanisms [8].
D.2 Lack of real-time features
SunSoft IIOP provides no support for real-time features. For
instance, it uses a FIFO strategy for scheduling and dispatching
client IIOP requests. FIFO strategies can yield unbounded priority inversions when lower priority requests block the execution
of higher priority requests [12]. TAO is designed carefully to
prevent unbounded priority inversions. For instance, it provides
a flexible scheduling service [8], [9] that utilizes QoS information associated with the I/O subsystem [11] to schedule and dispatch requests according to their end-to-end priorities. To enable

this, TAO extends SunSoft IIOP to allow separate IIOP connections to run within real-time threads with suitable priorities [19].
D.3 Lack of IIOP optimizations
As described in Section III, SunSoft IIOP incurs relatively high performance overhead due to excessive marshaling/demarshaling overhead, data copying, and high-levels of
function call overhead. Therefore, we applied the following
optimization principle patterns [14], [6] that improved its performance considerably: (1) optimizing for the common case,
(2) eliminating gratuitous waste, (3) replacing general-purpose
methods with efficient special-purpose ones, (4) precomputing
values, if possible, (5) storing redundant state to speed up expensive operations, (6) passing information between layers, and
(7) optimizing for processor cache affinity. As shown in Section III, our optimizations yielded speedups of 2 to 6.7 for various types of OMG IDL data.
TAO alleviates the limitations with SunSoft IIOP described
above to create a complete real-time ORB endsystem. TAO is a
high-performance, real-time ORB endsystem targeted for applications with deterministic and statistical QoS requirements, as
well as “best-effort” requirements. The TAO ORB endsystem
contains the network interface, OS, communication protocol,
and CORBA-compliant middleware components and features
shown in Figure 5. TAO supports the standard OMG CORBA
U
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Fig. 5. Components in the TAO Real-time ORB Endsystem

reference model [3], with many enhancements [19], [6], [11] designed to overcome the shortcomings of conventional ORBs for
high-performance and real-time applications.
TAO is developed atop lower-level middleware called
ACE [20], which implements core concurrency and distribution patterns [21] for communication software. ACE provides
reusable C++ wrapper facades and framework components that
support the QoS requirements of high-performance, real-time
applications. ACE runs on a wide range of OS platforms, in-
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cluding Win32, most versions of UNIX, and real-time operating
systems like Sun/Chorus ClassiX, LynxOS, and VxWorks.
III. O PTIMIZING TAO’ S IIOP I NTERPRETER
As explained in Section II-C, SunSoft IIOP is a protocol engine that implements IIOP version 1.0 using a TypeCode interpreter to (de)marshal operation parameters. The interpretive
design and lack of optimizations in SunSoft IIOP degrades its
performance substantially and renders it unsuitable to support
performance-sensitive embedded multimedia applications. This
section describes how we used a measurement-driven methodology, guided by optimization principle patterns, to improve the
performance of SunSoft IIOP for the TAO real-time ORB.
A. CORBA/ATM Testbed Environment
A.1 Hardware and Software Platforms
The experiments in this section were conducted using a
FORE systems ASX-1000 ATM switch connected to two dualprocessor UltraSPARC-2s running SunOS 5.5.1. The ASX1000 is a 96 Port, OC12 622 Mbps/port switch. Each
UltraSparc-2 contains two 168 MHz Super SPARC CPUs with
a 1 Megabyte cache per-CPU. The SunOS 5.5.1 TCP/IP protocol stack is implemented using the STREAMS communication
framework. Each UltraSparc-2 has 256 Mbytes of RAM and an
ENI-155s-MF ATM adaptor card, which supports 155 Megabits
per-sec (Mbps) SONET multimode fiber. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) on the ENI ATM adaptor is 9,180 bytes.
Each ENI card has 512 Kbytes of on-board memory. A maximum of 32 Kbytes is allotted per ATM virtual circuit connection
for receiving and transmitting frames (for a total of 64 K). This
allows up to eight switched virtual connections per card. The
CORBA/ATM hardware platform is shown in Figure 6.
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ASX 200BX

ATM SWITCH

ULTRA
SPARC 2
(FORE ATM

(16 PORT, OC3
155MBPS/PORT,
9,180 MTU)

ADAPTORS

AND ETHERNET)

Fig. 6. Hardware for the CORBA/ATM Testbed

A.2 Traffic Generator for Throughput Measurements
Traffic for the experiments was generated and consumed by
an extended version of the widely available ttcp [22] protocol
benchmarking tool. We extended ttcp for use with SunSoft
IIOP. We hand-crafted the stubs and skeletons for the different

operations defined in the interface. Our hand-crafted client-side
stubs use SunSoft IIOP’s SII API, i.e., the do call method.
The do call method provides an interface to pass client operation arguments to the ORB’s interpretive (de)marshaling engine.
On the server-side, the Object Adaptor uses a callback method
supplied by the ttcp server application to dispatch incoming
requests and their parameters to the target object.
Our ttcp tool measures end-to-end data transfer throughput
in Mbps from a transmitter process to a remote receiver process across an ATM network. The flow of user data for each
version of ttcp is uni-directional, with the transmitter flooding
the receiver with a user-specified number of data buffers. Various sender and receiver parameters may be selected at run-time.
These parameters include the number of data buffers transmitted, the size of data buffers, and the type of data in the buffers. In
all our experiments the underlying socket queue sizes were enlarged to 64 Kbytes, which is the maximum supported on SunOS
5.5.1.
The following data types were used for all the tests: primitive types (short, char, long, octet, double) and a C++
struct composed of all the primitives (BinStruct). The
size of the BinStruct is 32 bytes. SunSoft IIOP transferred
the data types using IDL sequences, which are dynamicallysized arrays. The sender-side transmitted data buffer sizes of a
specific data type incremented in powers of two, ranging from 1
Kbytes to 128 Kbytes. These buffers were sent repeatedly until
a total of 64 Mbytes of data was transmitted.
A.3 Profiling Tools
The profile information for the empirical analysis was obtained using the Quantify [23] performance measurement
tool. Quantify analyzes performance bottlenecks and identifies sections of code that dominate execution time. Unlike traditional sampling-based profilers (such as the UNIX gprof tool),
Quantify reports results without including its own overhead.
In addition, Quantify measures the overhead of system calls
and third-party libraries without requiring access to source code.
All data is recorded in terms of machine instruction cycles
and converted to elapsed times according to the clock rate of the
machine. The collected data reflect the cost of the original program’s instructions and automatically exclude any Quantify
counting overhead.
Additional information on the run-time behavior of the code
such as system calls made, their return values, signals, number
of bytes written to the network interface, and number of bytes
read from the network interface are obtained using the UNIX
truss utility, which traces system calls made by an application. truss was used to observe the return values of system
calls, such as read and write, which indicates the number of
times that buffers were written to and read from the network.
B. Performance Results and Benefits of Optimization Principle
Patterns
B.1 Methodology
CORBA implementations like SunSoft IIOP are representative of complex communication software. Optimizing such software is hard since seemingly minor “mistakes,” such as ex-
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Principle Pattern
Optimize for the common case
Eliminate gratuitous waste
Replace inefficient general-purpose methods with efficient
special-purpose ones
Precompute values, if possible
Store redundant state to speedup expensive operations
Pass information between layers
Optimize for the processor cache

TABLE I
O PTIMIZATION P RINCIPLE PATTERNS FOR E FFICIENT P ROTOCOL
I MPLEMENTATIONS

principle patterns and illustrates how they have been applied in
existing protocol implementations, such as TCP/IP. This section
focuses on the optimization principle patterns we applied systematically to improve the performance of SunSoft IIOP. We focused on these principle patterns since our experiments revealed
they were the most strategic to improving SunSoft IIOP’s performance. When describing our optimizations, we refer to these
principle patterns and empirically show how their use is justified.
The SunSoft IIOP optimizations were performed in the following three steps, corresponding to the principle patterns from
Table I:
1. Aggressive inlining to optimize for the common case – which
is discussed in Section III-B.3;
2. Precomputing, adding redundant state, passing information
through layers, eliminating gratuitous waste, and specializing
generic methods – which is discussed in Section III-B.4;
3. Optimizing for the processor cache – which is discussed in
Section III-B.5.
The order we applied the principle patterns was based on the
most significant sources of overhead identified empirically at
each step and the principle pattern(s) that most effectively reduced the overhead. For each step, we describe the principle
patterns and specific optimization techniques that were applied
to reduce the overhead remaining from previous steps. After
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Baseline TCP
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chars/octets
doubles
structs

120.0
110.0
100.0
Throughput in Mbps

cessive data copying, dynamic allocation, or locking, can reduce performance significantly [15], [12]. Therefore, developing high-performance, predictable, and space-efficient ORBs requires an iterative, multi-step optimization process. First, we
measured the performance of the ORB with blackbox and whitebox benchmarks to pinpoint key sources of overhead. Next,
we analyzed these sources of overhead carefully and systematically applied optimization principle patterns to remove the bottlenecks. We repeated this optimization process until no major
performance bottlenecks remained.
This section describes the optimizations we applied to SunSoft IIOP to improve its throughput performance. First, we
show the performance of the original SunSoft IIOP for various
IDL data types. Next, we use Quantify to illustrate the key
sources of overhead in SunSoft IIOP. Finally, we describe the
benefits applying specific optimization principle patterns to improve the performance of SunSoft IIOP.
The optimizations described in this section are based on the
core principle patterns shown in Table I for implementing protocols efficiently. [14], [6] describe a family of optimization
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Fig. 7. Throughput for the Original SunSoft IIOP Implementation

each step, we show the improved throughput measurements for
selected data types. In addition, we compare the throughput obtained in the previous steps with that obtained in the current step.
The comparisons focus on data types that exhibited the widest
range of performance, i.e., double and BinStruct. As
shown below, the first optimization step did not improve performance significantly. However, this step was necessary since
it revealed the actual sources of overhead, which were then alleviated by the optimizations in subsequent steps.
B.2 Performance of the Original SunSoft IIOP Implementation
B.2.a Sender-side performance. Figure 7 illustrates the senderside throughput obtained by sending 64 Mbytes of various data
types for buffer sizes ranging from 1 Kbytes to 128 Kbytes
(incremented by powers of two). The figure compares SunSoft IIOP with a hand-optimized baseline implementation using
TCP/IP and sockets. These results indicate that different data
types achieved substantially different levels of throughput.
The highest ORB throughput results from sending doubles,
whereas BinStructs displayed the worst behavior. This variation in behavior stems from the (de)marshaling overhead for
different data types. In addition, the original implementation of
the interpretive (de)marshaling engine in SunSoft IIOP incurred
a large number of recursive method calls.
Figure 8 presents the results of using Quantify to send
64 Mbytes of doubles and BinStructs using a 128 Kbyte
sender buffer. The results reveal that the sender spends 90%
of its run-time performing write system calls to the network.
This overhead stems from the transport protocol flow control
enforced by the receiving side, which cannot keep pace with the
sender due to excessive presentation layer overhead. Table II
provides detailed Quantify measurements indicating the time
taken by dominant operations and the number of times they were
invoked.
B.2.b Receiver-side performance. The Quantify analysis
for the receiver-side is shown in Figure 9 and Table III. The
receiver-side results3 for sending primitive data types indicate
3 Throughput measurements from the receiver-side were nearly identical to the
sender measurements and are not presented here.
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Fig. 8. Sender-side Overhead in the Original IIOP Implementation
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calc_nested_size_and_
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Fig. 9. Receiver-side Overhead in the Original IIOP Implementation

Data Type
double

long

short

octet

BinStruct

Method Name
write
put longlong
CDR::encoder
TypeCode::traverse
write
put long
CDR::encoder
TypeCode::traverse
write
put short
CDR::encoder
TypeCode::traverse
write
CDR::encoder
put byte
TypeCode::traverse
write
get long
calc nested size...
CDR::encoder
TypeCode::traverse

Analysis
msec
78,051
2,250
1,605
1,300
134,141
3,799
3,303
2,598
265,392
7,593
6,598
5,195
530,134
15,986
10,391
10,388
588,039
19,846
11,499
10,394
8,803

Called
512
8,388,608
8,393,216
1,024
512
16,780,288
16,781,824
1,024
512
33,554,432
33,559,040
1,024
512
67,113,472
67,118,080
1,024
512
44,053,504
14,683,648
31,461,888
4,195,328

%
93.33
2.69
1.92
1.55
92.92
2.63
2.29
1.80
93.02
2.66
2.31
1.82
93.43
2.82
1.83
1.83
88.65
2.99
1.73
1.57
1.33

TABLE II
S ENDER - SIDE OVERHEAD IN THE O RIGINAL IIOP I MPLEMENTATION

that most run-time overhead is incurred by the following methods:
1. The TypeCode interpreter – i.e., the traverse method in
class TypeCode.
2. The CDR methods that retrieve the value from the incoming
data – e.g., get long and get short.

3. The deep free method – which deallocates memory.
4. The CDR::decoder method – The receiver spends a significant amount of time traversing the BinStruct TypeCode
(struct traverse) and calculating the size and alignment
of each member in the struct.
As noted above, the receiver’s run-time costs adversely affect
the sender by increasing the time required to perform write
system calls to the network due to flow control.

The remainder of this section describes the various optimization principle patterns we applied to SunSoft IIOP, as well as the
motivations and consequences of applying these optimizations.
After applying the optimizations, we examine the new throughput measurements for sending different data types. In addition,
we show how our optimizations affect the performance of the
best case (doubles) and the worst case (BinStruct). Likewise, detailed profiling results from Quantify are provided
only for the best and the worst cases.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the SunSoft IIOP receiver is the
primary performance bottleneck. Therefore, our initial set of
optimizations are designed to improve receiver performance.
Likewise, since the receiver is the bottleneck, we only show its
Quantify profile measurements.
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Data Type
double

long

short

octet

BinStruct

Method Name
TypeCode::traverse
CDR::get longlong
deep free
CDR::decoder
read
TypeCode::kind
TypeCode::traverse
CDR::get long
deep free
CDR::decoder
read
TypeCode::kind
TypeCode::traverse
CDR::get short
deep free
CDR::decoder
TypeCode::kind
TypeCode::traverse
CDR::decoder
deep free
CDR::get byte
TypeCode::kind
CDR::get long
calc nested size...
struct traverse
CDR::decoder
TypeCode::traverse
deep free
CDR::skip string
CDR::get byte

Analysis
msec
2,598
2,596
1,648
1,551
1,146
799
5,194
4,596
3,296
3,099
1,682
1,598
10,387
9,188
6,591
6,195
3,196
20,773
13,984
13,182
10,787
6,391
35,091
23,001
15,154
10,436
10,401
6,492
6,394
3,399

Called
1,539
8,388,608
8,389,633
8,395,797
1,866
8,389,120
1,539
16,783,379
16,778,241
16,784,405
2,574
16,777,728
1,539
33,554,432
33,554,457
33,561,621
33,554,944
1,539
67,116,053
67,109,889
67,118,113
67,109,376
83,921,427
29,370,880
4,194,304
33,561,621
6,292,995
14,681,089
33,566,720
21,153,313

%
23.81
23.80
15.10
14.22
10.51
7.32
25.31
22.40
16.06
15.10
8.20
7.79
27.22
24.07
17.27
16.23
8.37
29.30
19.73
18.59
15.22
9.02
27.65
18.31
11.94
8.22
8.20
5.12
5.04
2.68

methods, we employ a more aggressive inlining strategy. This
strategy forcibly inlined methods like ptr align binary
(which aligns a pointer at the specified byte alignment) using
preprocessor macros instead of as C++ inline methods.
In addition, the Sun C++ compiler did not inline certain methods, such as skip string and get longlong, due to their
length. For instance, the code in method get longlong
swaps 16 bytes in a manually un-rolled loop if the arriving data
was in a different byte order. This increases the size of the code,
which caused the C++ compiler to ignore the inline keyword.
To workaround the compiler design, we defined a helper
method that performs byte swapping. This helper method is invoked only if byte swapping is necessary. This decreases the
size of the code so that the compiler selected the method for inlining. For our experiments, this optimization was valid since
transferred data between UltraSPARC machines with the same
byte order.
B.3.e Optimization results. The throughput measurements after aggressive inlining are shown in Figure 11. Figures 12 and

130.0

TABLE III
R ECEIVER - SIDE OVERHEAD IN THE O RIGINAL IIOP I MPLEMENTATION

Baseline TCP
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longs
chars/octets
doubles
structs

120.0
110.0

B.3 Optimization Step 1: Inlining to Optimize for the Common
Case
B.3.a Problem: high invocation overhead for small, frequently
called methods.
This subsection describes an optimization to improve the performance of IIOP receivers. We applied principle pattern 1 from Table I, which optimizes for the
common case. Figure 9 illustrates that the appropriate get
method of the CDR class must be invoked to retrieve the data
from the incoming stream into a local copy. For instance, depending on the data type, methods like CDR::get long or
CDR::get longlong are called between 10-80 million times
to decode 64 Mbytes of data, as indicated in Table III. Since
these get methods are invoked quite frequently they are prime
targets for our first optimization step.
B.3.b Solution: inline method calls. Our solution to reduce
invocation overhead for small, frequently called methods was
to inline these methods. Initially, we used the C++ inline
language feature.
B.3.c Problem: lack of C++ compiler support for aggressive
inlining. Our intermediate Quantify results after inlining,
shown in Figure 10, reveal that supplying the inline keyword
to the compiler does not always work since the compiler occasionally ignores this “hint.” Likewise, inlining some methods
may cause others to become “non-inlined.” This occurs since
the originally inlined operations (e.g., ptr align binary)
now invoke newly inlined operations thereby increasing their
size. The C++ compiler then chooses not to inline operations
that were inlined originally.
B.3.d Solution: replace inline methods with preprocessor
macros.
To ensure inlining for all small, frequently called

Throughput in Mbps
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Fig. 11. Throughput After Applying the First Optimization (inlining)

13 illustrate the effect of aggressive inlining on the throughput
of doubles and BinStructs. Figures 12 and 13 also compare the new results with the original results. After aggressive
inlining, the new throughput results indicate only a marginal
(i.e., 4%) increase in performance. Figures 14 and 15, and Tables IV and V show profiling measurements for the sender and
receiver, respectively. As before, the analysis of overhead for
the sender-side reveals that most run-time overhead stems from
write calls to the network.
The receiver-side Quantify profile output reveals that aggressive inlining does force operations to be inlined. However, this inlining increases the code size for other methods such as struct traverse, CDR::decoder, and
calc nested size and alignment, thereby increasing
their run-time costs. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, these methods are called a large number of times, as indicated in Figure 15
and Table V.
Certain SunSoft IIOP methods such as CDR::decoder and
TypeCode::traverse are large and general-purpose. Inlining the small methods described above causes further “code
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15.34
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10.56
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deep_free
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16.25
TypeCode::kind
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deep_free
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Fig. 10. Receiver-side Overhead in the IIOP Implementation After Simple Inlining

Data Type
120.0

double

110.0
100.0

BinStruct

Throughput in Mbps

90.0
80.0
70.0

Analysis
msec
59,260
3,154
1,300
436,694
14871
14,101
12,425

Called
512
8,393,216
1,024
512
14,683,648
31,461,888
2,097,152

%
92.40
4.92
2.03
85.29
3.59
3.40
3.00

TABLE IV
S ENDER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE F IRST O PTIMIZATION
( INLINING )
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Baseline TCP
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Method Name
write
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TypeCode::traverse
write
calc nested size...
CDR::encoder
struct traverse
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Fig. 12. Throughput Comparison for Doubles After Applying the First Optimization (inlining)

BinStruct

Analysis
Method Name
msec
CDR::decoder
3,402
TypeCode::traverse
2,598
deep free
1,648
TypeCode::kind
799
calc nested size...
29,741
struct traverse
24,840
CDR::decoder
14,641
TypeCode::traverse
7,032
TypeCode::param count
4,020
deep free
6,492

Called
8,393,237
1,539
8,389,633
8,389,120
29,367,801
4,194,303
33,554,437
6,292,481
4,195,846
14,681,089

%
35.11
26.82
17.01
8.25
29.69
24.80
14.62
7.02
4.01
4.97

120.0
110.0

TABLE V
R ECEIVER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE F IRST O PTIMIZATION
( AGGRESSIVE INLINING )

Baseline TCP
Original
Opt for expected case
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at the same time, which explains why inlining does not result in
significant performance improvement.
In summary, although our first optimization step did not improve performance dramatically, it helped to reveal the actual
sources of overhead in the code, as explained in Section III-B.4.
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Fig. 13. Throughput Comparison for Structs After Applying the First Optimization (inlining)

bloat” for these methods. Thus, when they call each other recursively a large number of times, very high method call overhead
results. In addition, due to their large size, it is unlikely that
code for both these methods can reside in the processor cache

B.4 Optimization Step 2: Precomputing, Adding Redundant
State, Passing Information Through Layers, Eliminating
Gratuitous Waste, and Specializing Generic Methods
B.4.a Problem: too many method calls. The aggressive inlining optimization in Section III-B.3 did not cause substantial
improvement in performance due to the processor cache effects
shown in this section and Section III-B.5.
Table V reveals that for sending structs, the highest cost methods are calc nested size and alignment,
CDR::decoder, and struct traverse. These meth-
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Fig. 14. Sender-side Overhead After Applying the First Optimization (aggressive inlining)
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Fig. 15. Receiver-side Overhead After Applying the First Optimization (aggressive inlining)

ods are invoked a substantial number of times (29,367,801,
33,554,437, and 4,194,303 times, respectively) to process incoming requests.
To see why these methods were invoked so frequently, we
analyzed the calls to struct traverse. The TypeCode
interpreter invoked struct traverse 2,097,152 times
for data transmissions of 64 Mbytes in sequences
of 32-byte Binstructs.
In addition, the SunSoft
IIOP interpreter calculated the size of BinStruct (using
the calc nested size and alignment function), which
called struct traverse internally for every BinStruct.
This accounted for an additional 2,097,152 calls.
Although inlining did not improve performance substantially, it helped to answer a key performance question: why
were these high cost methods invoked so frequently? Based
on our detailed analysis of the SunSoft IIOP implementation
(shown in Figure 4 and in the explanation in Section II-C),
we recognized that to demarshal an incoming sequence of
BinStructs, the receiver’s TypeCode interpreter method
TypeCode::traverse must traverse each of its members
using the method struct traverse. As each member is traversed, the calc nested size and alignment method
determines the member’s size and alignment requirements.
Each call to the calc nested size and alignment
method can invoke the CDR::decoder method, which in turn
may invoke the traverse method.
Close scrutiny of the CORBA request datapath shown in Figure 4 reveals that the struct traverse method calculates
the size and alignment requirements every time it is invoked. As
shown above, this yields a substantial number of method calls

for large amounts of data.
Several solutions to remedy this problem are outlined below:
B.4.b Solution 1: reduce gratuitous waste by precomputing values and storing additional state.
This solution
is motivated by the following two observations.
First,
for incoming sequences, the TypeCode of each element is constant. Second, each BinStruct in the IDL
sequence has the same fixed size. These observations enabled us to pinpoint a key source of gratuitous waste (principle pattern 2 from Table I). In this case, the gratuitous
waste involves recalculating the size and alignment requirements of each element of the sequence. In our experiments, the methods calc nested size and alignment
and struct traverse are expensive. Therefore, it is crucial
to optimize them.
To eliminate gratuitous waste, we can precompute (principle
pattern 4) the size and alignment requirements of each member and store them using additional state (principle pattern 5) to
speed up expensive operations. We store this additional state as
private data members of the SunSoft’s TypeCode class. Thus,
the TypeCode for BinStruct will calculate the size and
alignment once and store these in the private data members. Every time the interpreter wants to traverse BinStruct, it uses
the TypeCode for BinStruct that has already precomputed
its size and alignment. Note that our additional state does not
affect the IIOP protocol since this state is stored locally in the
TypeCode interpreter and is not passed across the network.
In general, all struct elements in a sequence may not
have the same size. For instance, a sequence of Anys or
structs with string fields may have elements with vari-
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able sizes. In such cases, this optimization will not apply. For
the BinStruct case described in this paper, however, a highly
optimizing IDL compiler, such as Flick [24], could determine
that all sequence elements have identical sizes. It could then
generate stub and skeleton code that can eliminate gratuitous
waste.

B.4.e Solution: eliminate gratuitous waste. To optimize the
no-op memory deallocations, we changed the deletion strategy
for sequences so that the element’s TypeCode is checked
first. If it is a primitive type, such as double, the traversal is
not done and memory is deallocated directly.
B.4.f Optimization results.
The throughput measurements
recorded after incorporating these optimizations are shown in
Figure 16. Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the benefits of the optimizations from step 2 by comparing the throughput obtained for
doubles and BinStructs, respectively, with results from
previous optimization steps.
Tables VI and VII, and Figures 20 and 20 depict the
profiling measurements for the sender and receiver, respec-
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Fig. 16. Throughput After Applying the Second Optimization (precomputation
and eliminating waste)
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B.4.d Problem: expensive no-ops for memory deallocation.
Figure 15 reveals that the overhead of the deep free method
remains significant for primitive data types. This method is similar to the decoder method that traverses the TypeCode and
deallocates dynamic memory. For instance, the deep free
method has the same type signature as the decoder method.
Therefore, it can use the recursive traverse method to navigate the data structure corresponding to the parameter and deallocate memory.
Careful analysis of the deep free method indicates that
memory must be freed for constructed data structures, such as
IDL sequences and structs. In contrast, for sequences
of primitive types, the deep free method simply deallocates
the buffer containing the sequence.
Instead of limiting itself to this simple logic, however, the
deep free method uses traverse to find the element type
that comprises the IDL sequence. Then, for the entire length
of the sequence, it invokes the deep free method with the
element’s TypeCode. The deep free method immediately
determines that this is a primitive type and returns. However,
this traversal process is wasteful since it creates a large number
of “no-op” method calls.
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Fig. 17. Throughput Comparison for Doubles After Applying the Second Optimization (precomputation and eliminating waste)
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B.4.c Solution 2: convert generic methods into special-purpose,
efficient ones.
To further reduce method call overhead,
and to decrease the potential for processor cache misses, we
moved the struct traverse logic for handling structs
into the traverse method. In addition, we introduced the
encoder, decoder, deep copy, and deep free logic
into the traverse method. This optimization illustrates an
application of principle pattern 3 (convert generic methods into
special-purpose, efficient ones).
We chose to keep the traverse method generic, yet make
it efficient since we want our (de)marshaling engine to remain
in the cache. However, this scheme may not result in optimal cache hit performance for embedded system hardware with
small caches since the traverse method is excessively large.
Section III-B.5 describes optimizations we used to improve processor cache performance.
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Fig. 18. Throughput Comparison for Structs After Applying the Second Optimization (precomputation and eliminating waste)
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Data Type
double
BinStruct

Analysis
Method Name
msec
write
4,966
TypeCode::traverse
2,449
write
61,641
TypeCode::traverse
17,505

Called
512
1,024
512
2,098,176

%
62.66
30.90
76.83
21.82

TABLE VI
S ENDER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE S ECOND O PTIMIZATION
( GETTING RID OF WASTE AND PRECOMPUTATION )

Data Type
double
BinStruct

Analysis
Method Name
msec
read
3,413
TypeCode::traverse
2,747
TypeCode::traverse
27,976
TypeCode::
1,151
typecode param

Called
4,665
1,539
4,195,331
4,201,475

%
54.93
44.21
91.94
3.78

TABLE VII
R ECEIVER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE S ECOND
O PTIMIZATION ( GETTING RID OF WASTE AND PRECOMPUTATION )

tively. The receiver methods accounting for the most execution time for doubles include traverse, decoder, and
deep free. For BinStructs, the run-time costs of the
traverse method in the receiver increases significantly compared to the previous optimization steps. This is due primarily
to the inclusion of the struct traverse, encoder, and
decoder logic. Although the run-time costs of the interpreter
increased, the overall performance improved since the number
of calls to functions other than itself decreased. As a result,
this design improved processor cache affinity, which yielded
better performance. In addition, due to precomputation, the
calc nested size and alignment method need not be
called repeatedly.
Applying the optimization described above yields a substantial improvement. This result illustrates that the (de)marshaling
overhead of IIOP need not be a limiting factor in ORB performance.
B.5 Optimization Steps 3 and 4: Optimizing for Processor
Caches
Processor caches are small, very fast memory used to significantly speed up operations [25]. To leverage the advantages
offered by the processor cache it is imperative that operation
footprints be small.
[26] describes several techniques to improve protocol latency.
One of the primary areas to be considered for improving protocol performance is to improve the processor cache effectiveness.
Hence, the optimizations described in this section are aimed at
improving processor cache affinity, thereby improving performance.
B.5.a Problem: very large, monolithic interpreter. Section IIIB.4 describes optimizations based on precomputation, eliminating waste, and specializing generic methods. These optimizations yield an efficient, albeit excessively large, TypeCode interpreter. The efficiency stems from the fact that the monolithic
structure results in low function call overhead. Recursive function calls are affordable since the processor cache is already

loaded with the instructions for the same function. However,
for embedded system hardware with smaller cache sizes, it may
be desirable to have smaller functions.
B.5.b Solution: split large functions into smaller ones and outlining. This section describes optimizations we used to improve
processor cache affinity for SunSoft IIOP. Our optimizations are
based on two principle patterns described below:
1. Splitting large, monolithic functions into small, modular functions: In our case, the TypeCode interpreter
traverse method is the prime target for this optimization. As described earlier in Section III-B.4, the logic for
encoder, decoder, struct traverse, deep free,
and deep copy is merged into the interpreter, which increases
its code size. The primary purpose of merging these methods is
to reduce excessive function call overhead.
To improve processor cache affinity, however, it is desirable to
have both smaller functions and minimal function call overhead.
We accomplished this by splitting the interpreter into smaller
functions that are targeted for specific tasks, such as encoding
or decoding individual data types. This strategy is in contrast to
a generic encoder or decoder that can marshal any OMG IDL
data type. Thus, to decode a sequence, the receiver uses the
decode sequence method of the CDR class and to decode a
struct, it uses the decode struct method.
The decode sequence method could support more specialized methods, e.g., decode sequence long to decode a
sequence of longs, by further decomposing it. A smaller
piece of code that demonstrates high locality of reference is
more likely to reside within processor caches.
The optimization principle pattern we employed here is similar to principle pattern 3 from Table I, which replaces generalpurpose methods with efficient special-purpose ones. In the
present case, however, the large, monolithic interpreter is replaced by special-purpose methods for encoding and decoding.
2. Using “outlining” to optimize for the frequently executed
case: Outlining [26] is used to remove gaps that are introduced
in the processor cache as a result of branch instructions arising
from error handling code. Processor cache gaps are undesirable
because they waste memory bandwidth and introduce useless
no-op instructions in the cache.
The purpose of outlining is to move error handling code,
which is rarely executed, to the end of the function. This enables frequently executed code to remain in contiguous memory
locations, thereby preventing unnecessary jumps and hence increasing cache affinity by virtue of spatial locality.
Spatial locality is a property whereby data closely associated
with currently referenced data are likely to be referenced soon.
According to the 90-10 locality principle [25], a program executes 90% of its instructions in 10% of its code. If that 10% of
the code demonstrates spatial locality, we can derive substantial
cache affinity, which improves performance. Increased spatial
locality can be achieved by using outlining, which reduces the
number of gaps in the processor cache.
Outlining is a technique based on principle patterns 1 and 7
from Table I, which optimize for the expected case and optimize
for the processor cache, respectively.
The optimizations described in this section were applied in
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Fig. 20. Receiver-side Overhead After Applying the Second Optimization (getting rid of waste and precomputation)

B.5.c Optimization step 3: receiver-side optimizations. Figures 19 and 20 reveal that the sender is largely write-bound.
In contrast, the receiver spends most of its time in the interpreter. Therefore, it is appropriate to optimize the receiver-side
code first to improve processor cache performance.
The throughput measurements recorded after incorporating
these optimizations are shown in Figure 21. Figures 22
and 23 illustrate the benefits of the optimizations from step
3 by comparing the throughput obtained for doubles and
BinStructs, respectively, with those from the previous optimization steps.
Figures 24 and 25, and Tables VIII and IX illustrate the remaining high cost sender-side and receiver-side methods, respectively. These indicate that for primitive types, the cost
of writing to the network and reading from the network becomes the primary contributor to the run-time costs. These results represent a substantial improvement over the original results presented in Section III-B.2 and illustrate that IIOP’s marshaling overhead need not unduly limit ORB performance. For
BinStructs, however, the sender-side, which was writebound after the optimizations in step 2, spends a substan-
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two steps. Since the Quantify analysis in the previous steps
revealed the receiver as the source of overhead, we optimized
the receiver side to gain greater processor cache effectiveness.
However, the resulting Quantify analysis for BinStructs
revealed that the sender-side, which was write-bound after the
optimizations in step 2, spends a substantial amount of time
(88%) in the interpreter. Hence we applied the similar optimizations for the cache for the sender side. Specifically, the
sender-side processor cache optimizations involve splitting the
interpreter into smaller, specialized functions that can encode
different OMG IDL data types.
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Fig. 21. Throughput After Applying the Third Optimization (receiver-side processor cache optimization)

Data Type
double
BinStruct

Analysis
Method Name
msec
write
3,385
TypeCode::traverse
2,449
TypeCode::traverse
17,557
write
1,270

Called
512
1,024
2,098,176
512

%
53.21
38.68
88.16
6.37

TABLE VIII
S ENDER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE T HIRD O PTIMIZATION
( RECEIVER - SIDE PROCESSOR CACHE OPTIMIZATION )
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Fig. 27. Throughput Comparison for Doubles After Applying the Fourth Optimization (sender-side processor cache optimization)

tial amount of time (88%) in the interpreter. The receiver
spends most of its time in the specialized functions such
as decode sequence (30%), and decode array (26%).
Analysis of the receiver-side revealed that the function call overhead decreased significantly compared to step 2.

interpreter into smaller, specialized functions that can encode
different OMG IDL data types.
The throughput measurements recorded after incorporating
these optimizations are shown in Figure 26. Figures 27
and 28 illustrate the benefits of the optimizations from step
4 by comparing the throughput obtained for doubles and
BinStructs, respectively, with those from the previous optimization steps.
Figures 29 and 30, and Tables X and XI illustrate the remaining high cost sender-side and receiver-side methods, respectively.

B.5.d Optimization step 4: sender-side optimizations.
The
sender-side processor cache optimizations involve splitting the
Data Type
double
BinStruct

Analysis
Method Name
msec
read
3,392
TypeCode::decode seq
2,897
CDR::decode seq
6,666
CDR::decode array
5,839
deep free seq
4,359
read
3,712
typecode param
1,150
deep free array
712

Called
5,688
512
512
2,096,128
512
6,379
4,200,963
2,097,152

%
53.21
45.43
29.61
25.94
19.36
16.49
5.11
3.16

TABLE IX
R ECEIVER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE T HIRD O PTIMIZATION
( RECEIVER - SIDE PROCESSOR CACHE OPTIMIZATIONS )

IV. M INIMIZING F OOTPRINT OF IDL C OMPILER
GENERATED S TUBS AND S KELETONS
A. Motivation
A OMG IDL compiler is responsible for generating stubs and
skeletons that marshal and demarshal data types, respectively. In
general, compiled (de)marshaling achieve higher run-time efficiency at the cost of increased memory footprint. Conversely,
interpretive (de)marshaling can be used for applications that can
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afford to trade lower efficiency for a smaller memory footprint.
Since neither approach is optimal for all distributed embedded
multimedia applications, an OMG IDL compiler should produce
stubs and skeletons that can use compiled and/or interpretive
(de)marshaling.

and skeletons to enhance the optimization alternatives available
to developers of embedded CORBA applications.

This section describes the design of TAO’s IDL compiler,
which can selectively generate compiled and/or interpreted stubs

Figure 31 illustrates the interaction between the key components in the TAO’s IDL Compiler. The TAO IDL compiler is

B. Overview of TAO’s IDL Compiler
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Data Type

:be_operation

....
..
class Test_Param {
public:

visitor_interface()

Called
512
512
512
512
2,097,152

%
54.30
37.75
64.93
16.90
15.27

TABLE X
S ENDER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE F OURTH O PTIMIZATION
( SENDER - SIDE PROCESSOR CACHE OPTIMIZATION )

Generated
Code

virtual CORBA::Short
test_short (CORBA::Short x);
.....
..
};

Fig. 31. Interactions Between Components in TAO’s IDL Compiler

B.1 The Design of TAO’s IDL Compiler Front-end
TAO’s IDL compiler front-end contains the following components adapted from the original SunSoft IDL compiler:

based on the freely available SunSoft IDL compiler4 front-end,
with many portability enhancements and with the defects removed. The front-end of the compiler parses OMG IDL input
files and generates an abstract syntax tree (AST) that is stored
entirely in memory.
The back-end of TAO’s IDL compiler processes the AST and
generates C++ source code that is optimized for TAO’s IIOP
protocol engine. In addition to generating interpreted stubs and
skeletons, TAO’s back-end can also produce compiled stubs and
skeletons.
4 The original SunSoft IDL compiler implementation is available at
ftp://ftp.omg.org/pub/OMG IDL CFE 1.3.

Data Type
double
BinStruct

Analysis
Method Name
msec
read
3,376
TypeCode::decode seq
2,897
CDR::decode seq
6,666
CDR::decode array
5,839
deep free seq
4,359
typecode param
1,150
read
1,093
deep free array
712

Called
5,470
512
512
2,096,128
512
4,200,963
1,985
2,097,152

%
53.31
45.74
33.50
29.34
21.90
5.78
5.49
3.58¡

TABLE XI
R ECEIVER - SIDE OVERHEAD A FTER A PPLYING THE F OURTH
O PTIMIZATION ( SENDER - SIDE PROCESSOR CACHE OPTIMIZATIONS )

B.1.a OMG IDL parser:. The parser comprises a yacc specification of the OMG IDL grammar. The action for each grammar
rule invokes methods of the AST node classes to build the AST.
B.1.b Abstract syntax tree generator:. Different nodes of the
AST correspond to the different constructs of OMG IDL. The
front-end defines a base class called AST Decl that maintains
information common to all AST node types. Specialized AST
node classes like AST Interface inherit from this base class,
as shown in Figure 32.
In addition, the front-end defines the UTL Scope class,
which maintains scoping information, such as the nesting level
and each component of the fully scoped name. All AST
nodes representing OMG IDL constructs that can define scopes,
such as structs and interfaces, also inherit from the
UTL Scope class.
B.1.c Driver program:. The driver program directs the parsing
and AST generation process. It reads an input OMG IDL file
and invokes the parser and the AST generator to create the inmemory AST and pass it to the back-end code generator.
B.2 The Design of TAO’s Back-end Code Generator
The original SunSoft IDL compiler front-end parses OMG
IDL and generates a corresponding abstract syntax tree (AST).
To create a complete OMG IDL compiler for TAO, we developed a back-end for the OMG IDL-to-C++ mapping. TAO’s
IDL compiler back-end uses several design patterns [21], such
as Abstract Factory, Strategy, and Visitor. As a consequence
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of using patterns, TAO’s IDL compiler back-end can be reconfigured readily to produce stubs and skeletons that use either
compiled and/or interpretive (de)marshaling.
The interpretive stubs and skeletons produced by the backend of TAO’s IDL compiler integrate with TAO’s highly optimized IIOP interpretive protocol engine. The interpreted stubs
and skeletons generated by TAO’s IDL compiler are explained
below.
B.2.a Interpreted stubs:. The interpreted stubs produced by
TAO’s IDL compiler use a table-driven technique to pass parameters to TAO’s interpretive IIOP (de)marshaling engine. The basic structure of an interpretive stub is shown in Figure 33. Each
INTERPRETED STUB
1.
2.

DSI SKELETON
1.
2.

CREATE NVLIST

HEAP ALLOCATE
PARAMETERS

POPULATE

3.

NVLIST

UNMARSHAL

4.

ALLOCATE RETURN

5.

MAKE UPCALL

6.

INSERT RETURN

VARIABLE (IF ANY)

CREATE ARGUMENT LIST

4.

RETRIEVE STUB OBJECT

6.

B.2.b Interpreted skeletons:. SunSoft IIOP skeletons use a Dynamic Skeleton Interface (DSI) [3] strategy to demarshal parameters. The basic (non-optimized) algorithm for an interpreted
skeleton is shown in Figure 34. Each step is described below:

INIT TABLE ENTRIES

3.

5.

2. Initialize a table describing the operation, including its name,
whether it is one-way or two-way, the number of parameters it
takes, and a pointer to the table described in Step 1.
3. A variable for the return value, if any, is allocated.
4. A list that holds all the arguments is created and initialized
with the parameters in the same order they are defined in the
IDL definition of the operation.
5. A stub object is retrieved from the object reference on which
this operation is invoked.
6. The do static call method is invoked on this stub object passing it the operation description table and the argument
list
The do static call method described above is the interface to TAO’s interpretive IIOP protocol engine. It takes the
table describing the parameter types and the argument list as parameters.
The table-driven technique and the do static call interface were provided in the original SunSoft IIOP implementation.5 However, since the SunSoft IIOP implementation did not
have an IDL compiler each stub was hand-crafted. In contrast,
the TAO IDL compiler automatically generates stubs that use
interpretive (de)marshaling.

INVOKE DO_STATIC_CALL
RETURN RETURN

PARAMETERS

VALUE IN ANY

OBJECT REQUEST BROKER
INVOKE SKELETON

MARSHAL PARAMS

FIND SKELETON

BUILD REPLY MSG

FIND TARGET OBJECT

SEND REPLY MSG

RECEIVE REQUEST

DEALLOC PARAMS

VALUE (IF ANY)

OBJECT REQUEST BROKER

IIOP CDR INTERPRETIVE
MARSHALING ENGINE

SEND REQUEST

RECEIVE REPLY

Fig. 33. Interpreted Stubs Generated by TAO’s IDL Compiler

step is described below:
1. Initialize table entries describing each parameter’s type via
its TypeCode and its parameter passing mode.

Fig. 34. Unoptimized Skeletons

1. Create an NVList, which is a list of “name/value” pairs, to
hold the parameters.
2. Heap allocate all the return, inout, and out parameters
since they are marshaled back into the outgoing stream. The
in parameters can be allocated on the run-time call stack of the
skeleton.
3. Add each parameter value to the NVList using the operations provided by the ORB’s DSI mechanism.
5 We renamed SunSoft IIOP’s do call to do static call.
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4. Use the DSI operation arguments to demarshal incoming
parameters.
5. Make an upcall on the target object, passing it all the demarshaled parameters.
6. Create a CORBA::Any to hold the return value, if any.
7. Return from the skeleton and let the ORB Core handle the
task of marshaling the return, inout, and out parameters,
which are returned back to the client.
Memory for the inout, out, and return values is allocated on the heap, which is necessary because these parameters
are marshaled into the outgoing IIOP Reply message after the
call to the skeleton has returned. Therefore, it is not possible
to allocate the parameters on the run-time stack of the skeleton. The heap allocated data structures are owned by the ORB
and freed using an interpretive strategy similar to the interpretive
(de)marshaling strategy [27].
The TAO IDL compiler, in contrast, produces an optimized
version of these skeletons automatically. These optimizations
include reducing the memory allocation overhead and reducing
the size of the skeleton, as described in Section IV-C.
B.2.c Compiled stubs and skeletons:. The basic structure of
a compiled stub is shown in Figure 35. The compiled stub’s
COMPILED STUB
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

RETRIEVE STUB OBJECT
ALLOCATE RETURN
VARIABLE (IF ANY)

SETUP CDR STREAM

and operator>>, respectively, to (de)marshal data types
to/from the underlying CORBA Common Data Representation
(CDR) stream. TAO’s ORB Core provides these operators for
primitive types. TAO’s IDL compiler generates these operators
for user-defined types.
A significant difference between the compiled skeleton and
the interpreted skeleton is that no unnecessary heap allocation
is required in the compiled skeleton. This is because a compiled skeleton has static knowledge of the types it (de)marshals.
Moreover, all (de)marshaling of the parameters occur in the
scope of the skeleton. In contrast, the interpretive skeletons in
the DSI strategy require dynamic allocation since they marshal
the return, inout, and out parameters in the ORB after the
activation record of the skeleton has been destroyed.
C. Techniques for Optimizing Generated Stubs and Skeletons
As described in Section IV-A, it is imperative that an IDL
compiler for embedded applications generate stubs and skeletons with exhibit small memory footprints. Therefore, we devised a technique to reduce the code size in TAO. Our code-size
reduction techniques for interpreted stubs/skeletons are guided
by the optimization principle patterns shown in Figure XII.
#
1
2
3

Principle Pattern
Factor out all common features
Avoid unnecessary heap allocation
Leverage compile time knowledge of data types

TABLE XII
O PTIMIZATION P RINCIPLE PATTERNS FOR S MALL F OOTPRINT
S TUBS /S KELETONS

MARSHAL IN AND

INOUT PARAMETERS
CALL INVOKE
UNMARSHAL INOUT,

RETURN

OUT,

PARAMETERS

RETURN RETURN
VALUE (IF ANY)

OBJECT REQUEST BROKER
SEND REQUEST

RECEIVE REPLY

Fig. 35. Compiled Stubs/Skeletons

algorithm is very similar to the stub and works as follows:
1. Retrieve the stub object from the object reference.
2. Create a CDR stream object into which the parameters will
be marshaled.
3. The CDR stream object is initialized with the details of the
receiving endpoint.
4. Insert each parameter into the stream in the same order they
they are defined in the IDL description.
5. Send the parameters and wait for return values.
6. Demarshal all the return, inout, and out parameters
and return the results to the client.
The compiled stubs and skeletons use overloaded C++
iostream insertion and extraction operators, i.e., operator<<

Implementing these optimizations required the addition of
several features to TAO’s ORB Core. In particular, it was necessary to provide a pair of methods that marshal and demarshal
parameters while the activation record of the stub and skeleton
is active. This allows parameters to be allocated on the stack
instead of from the heap, thereby eliminating dynamic memory
allocation and locking.
Below, we describe other techniques we applied in TAO’s IDL
compiler to optimize the generated stubs and skeletons.
C.1 Optimizing DSI-style Interpretive Skeletons
As shown in Figure 34, each interpretive skeleton is required
to create an NVList and populate it with parameters. In addition, memory is allocated from the heap rather than on the
run-time stack for the inout, out, and return types. This is
necessary since the marshaling of these parameters in the outgoing stream takes place after the call to the skeleton has returned.
Applications using the DSI must comply with the approach
shown in Figure 34. However, the ORB Core can be modified to
provide the necessary operations that is used by the IDL generated code. Applications cannot directly access these operations
since they are protected.
Close scrutiny of early versions of TAO’s IDL compilergenerated skeleton code revealed that each skeleton created an
NVList and populated it with parameters. Similarly, the return
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value was stored in a CORBA::Any data structure. However,
these common features can be factored out by TAO’s ORB Core.
Based on our observations, we implemented a table-driven
technique similar to the one used in the interpretive stubs.
This table-driven approach defines two new interfaces in TAO’s
(de)marshaling engine that are similar to its do static call
method. We could not reuse the do static call method
since these two interfaces were required on the server-side “request” object. The space-efficient skeleton is shown in Figure 36.
TAO SKELETON
1.

STACK ALLOCATE
PARAMETERS

UNMARSHAL

2.

PARAMETERS

3.

MAKE UPCALL

4.
5.

MARSHAL
PARAMETERS
DEALLOC
PARAMETERS

D.2 Profiling Tools
The code size information for various methods reported in
Section IV-D is obtained using the GNU objdump binary utility on SunOS 5.5.1 and Linux. On Window NT, we used the
dumpbin binary utility. In both cases, we used the disasm and
linenumbers options to disassemble the object code and insert
line numbers in the assembly listing, respectively. Code size for
individual stubs/skeletons is reported by counting the total number of bytes of assembly level instructions produced. In addition, we used the UNIX strip utility to measure the total size
of the object code after removing the symbols and other debug
information.
The profile information for the empirical analysis was obtained using the Quantify performance measurement tool.
Quantify analyzes performance bottlenecks and identifies
sections of code that dominate execution time. Unlike traditional sampling-based profilers, such as the UNIX gprof tool,
Quantify reports results without including its own overhead.
In addition, Quantify measures the overhead of system calls
and third-party libraries without requiring access to source code.
D.3 Parameter Types for Stubs/Skeletons

INVOKE SKELETON

FIND SKELETON

BUILD REPLY MSG

CREATE NVLIST

MARSHAL PARAMS

POPULATE NVLIST
UNMARSHAL PARAMS

FIND TARGET OBJECT

SEND REPLY MSG
RECEIVE REQUEST

OBJECTREQUESTBROKER

Fig. 36. Optimized DSI-interpretive Skeletons

The main benefit of the table-driven technique is that marshaling of outgoing parameters can occur while the activation
record on the run-time stack frame of the skeleton is still valid.
As a result, the inout, out, and return parameters need not
be allocated from the heap. Instead, they can be allocated on the
call stack using the same technique that TAO’s compiled skeletons uses. In addition, if any outgoing types are mapped into
C++ pointers, we can directly invoke the C++ delete operator rather than interpretively deallocating the memory.

We defined an interface in OMG IDL called Param Test
shown below.
interface Param_Test
{
// Primitive types.
short test_short
(in short s1,
inout short s2,
out short s3);
// Sequences and typedefs.
typedef sequence<string> StrSeq;
StrSeq test_strseq
(in StrSeq s1,
inout StrSeq s2,
out StrSeq s3);
// other data types and operations
// defined in a similar way
};

All the operations defined on this interface test the four paD. Benchmarks Comparing Interpreted and Compiled (De)marshaling
rameter passing modes: (1) in, (2) inout, (3) out, and (4)
This section describes our experiments comparing the size return for a wide range of data types. The data types we
and performance of interpreted and compiled stubs and skele- tested include primitives such as shorts, and complex data
tons generated by TAO’s IDL compiler.
types such as unbounded strings, fixed size structures, variable
sized structures, nested structures, sequence of strings, and seD.1 Hardware and Software Platforms
quence of structures. All operations are two-way. Sequences are
The experiments reported in this section were conducted on limited to a length of 9 elements and strings contain 128 characthree different combinations of hardware and software, includ- ters.
ing:
 An UltraSPARC-II with two 300 MHz CPUs, a 512 Mbyte D.4 Methodology
RAM, running SunOS 5.5.1, and C++ Workshop Compilers verWe measured the average throughput in terms of number
sion 4.2;
of calls made per second by invoking each operation of the
 A Pentium Pro 200 with 128 Mbyte RAM running Windows Param Test interface 2,000 times. The servant object imNT 4.0 and the Microsoft Visual C++ 5.0 compiler;
plements each operation by copying its in parameter into the
 A Pentium Pro 180 with 128Mb RAM running Redhat Linux inout, out, and return parameters. For complex data
4.2 kernel recompiled for SMP support and LinuxThreads 0.5. types, such as struct sequence, this overhead becomes
The GNU g++ 2.7.2.1 C++ compiler was used.
significant compared to the others.
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We are primarily interested in measuring the performance of
the stubs and skeletons. Therefore, all tests ran in loopback
mode, which avoided network transfer overhead. However, we
do measure OS effects like paging, context switching, and interrupts. In addition, delays incurred due to the run-time costs
of the implementation of the operation by the servant object are
also measured.
The code size of individual stubs and skeletons is measured using the GNU binary utility objdump and Windows NT’s
dumpbin as explained in Section IV-D.2.
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D.5 Comparing Interpreted versus Compiled (De)marshaling
This section describes the results comparing the performance
and code size of stubs and skeletons using interpretive and compiled form of (de)marshaling. As explained in Section IV-D.4,
each operation of the Param Test interface is invoked 2,000
times. The tests are performed in a loopback mode to avoid unnecessary network delays. The two-way average throughput of
invoking the operations is reported. First, we report the performance results followed by comparison of the code sizes.
D.5.a Comparing twoway average throughput:. Figures 37,
38, and 39 depict the two-way average throughput in terms of
calls made per second for invoking different methods of the
Param Test for 2,000 iterations for the UltraSPARC, a PC
running NT, and PC running Linux, respectively. These figures
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Fig. 37. UltraSPARC Performance
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Fig. 39. Linux Performance

indicate that the two-way throughput of the interpreted stubs
and skeletons is within 75 to 95% of the compiled stubs for
primitive types such as shorts, and complex types, such as
unbounded strings and fixed size structs. However, for other
complex types such as sequence of strings, sequence
of structs, variable-sized structs, and nested structs,
the two-way throughput for interpreted stubs/skeletons is comparable or exceeds that of the compiled stubs. This is due to
the optimizations we developed for the TAO ORB core and its
interpretive IIOP (de)marshaling engine.
As mentioned in Section IV-D.4, these measurements include
the effects of the OS, as well as the run-time costs of the operation implementations. These run-time operation implementation costs are more significant for the test struct seq
case, where each sequence of structs has 9 variablesized structs. Each variable-sized struct element in turn has
two string members, each of length 128, and a sequence of
string member. This member in turn has 9 string elements, each of length 128.
Figures 37, 38, and 39 indicate that the two-way throughput for complex user-defined data types such as variable-sized
structs and sequences is significantly poorer compared to the
primitive types irrespective of the type of (de)marshaling used.
This is due to the costs of copying the in parameter into the
inout, out, and return in the server-side implementation
of the operation. Irrespective of the type of (de)marshaling used
by the stubs and skeletons, however, the implementation of the
operations is same in both cases. Thus, our comparisons of twoway throughput are valid.
The blackbox results presented in Figures 37, 38, and 39
do not convey the effects of the OS or the run-time costs
of the operation implementations. To pinpoint precisely the
run-time costs of the stubs and skeletons in (de)marshaling,
we configured our profiling tool Quantify to measure only
these costs. Table XIII illustrates the Quantify analysis for the
test fixed struct and the test strseq tests on the UltraSPARC platform.6
Table XIII indicates that for fixed struct the compiled
stubs and skeletons accounted for 47.76 msec compared to
283.56 msec required for the interpretive stubs and skeletons.

Fig. 38. NT Performance
6 We did not have Quantify for Linux and Windows NT.
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fixed struct

Role
server
client

strseq

server
client

Type
marshal
demarshal
marshal
demarshal
marshal
demarshal
marshal
demarshal

Interpreted
msec
called
84.21
6,000
57.29
4,000
56.17
4,000
85.89
6,000
335.46
6,000
98.52
4,000
95.43
4,000
256.24
6,000

Operator
operator<<
operator>>
operator<<
operator>>
operator<<
operator>>
operator<<
operator>>
operator<<
operator>>
operator<<
operator>>

Compiled
msec
called
13.76
6,000
9.93
4,000
9.17
4,000
14.90
6,000
279.00
6,000
219.00
4,000
68.76
4,000
665.71
6,000

TABLE XIII
W HITEBOX A NALYSIS OF P ERFORMANCE OF S TUBS /S KELETONS ON
U LTRA SPARC

This result explains why the compiled (de)marshaling is significantly better than the interpretive (de)marshaling for fixed size
structs. Conversely, for sequences of strings, the compiled
stubs and skeletons required 1,232.47 msec compared to only
785.65 msec by the interpretive stubs and skeletons. This result
explains why the interpretive stubs perform better than the compiled stubs for all the data types that are sequences or have
sequences as their members.
TAO’s interpretive IIOP (de)marshaling engine is highly optimized for (de)marshaling sequences. It defines a generic
base sequence class with virtual methods. For every userdefined sequence, the TAO IDL compiler generates a C++
class that inherits from this base sequence class. In accordance with the IDL-to-C++ mapping, the C++ class generated
for the sequences overrides all the methods of the base class.
The derived class does not define any data members since they
are already defined in the base class.
TAO’s IIOP interpreter (de)marshals sequences by invoking methods on the base class. At run-time, these virtual method
calls are invoked on the appropriate derived class. This design significantly enhances sequence (de)marshaling performance by allowing TAO to use compile-time knowledge of the
sequence and its element type for decoding. Thus, there is no
need to interpretively decode the sequence using expensive
typecode traversals.
D.5.b Comparing code size for stubs and skeletons:. Below,
we describe the code size measurements we conducted for stubs
and skeletons. As mentioned in Section IV-D.2, we used the
GNU binary utility called objdump and NT’s dumpbin to
measure the individual code sizes. Table XIV depicts the code
sizes for the overloaded operators used for (de)marshaling userdefined IDL data types. The code size of the nested struct
is only 88 bytes since internally it calls the overloaded operator
for var struct.
Tables XV and XVI illustrate the code sizes for the stubs and
skeletons, respectively.
We account for the size of the tables in the size of the stubs
and skeletons using interpreted (de)marshaling. Therefore, the
total size of the stub/skeleton is the size of the stub/skeleton and
the size of the statically allocated tables.
For the compiled (de)marshaling, we account for the size of
helper overloaded operator methods used to (de)marshal userdefined data types. Since these helper methods are not inlined by
the compiler, we account for them only once. Thus, although the

Size
192
240
280
256
312
264
176
192
88
88
208
208

(char *)
(char *)
(fixed\_struct)
(fixed\_struct)
(strseq)
(strseq)
(var\_struct)
(var\_struct)
(nested\_struct)
(nested\_struct)
(struct\_seq)
(struct\_seq)

TABLE XIV
S IZES OF OVERLOADED O PERATORS FOR C OMPILED S TUBS /S KELETONS
ON U LTRA SPARC

Stub name
test
test
test
test
test
test
test

Interpreted size
stub
table
total
320
88
408
352
88
440
344
88
432
496
88
584
496
88
584
496
88
584
496
88
584

short
ubstring
fixed struct
strseq
var struct
nested struct
struct seq

Compiled size
helper
total
1,112
432
1,432
536
1,648
576
1,696
368
1,488
176
1,296
416
1,536

stub
1,112
1,000
1,112
1,120
1,120
1,120
1,120

TABLE XV
S TUB S IZES ON U LTRA SPARC

nested struct’s helper calls the helper for var struct,
we do not add the latter’s size to the size computation of the
stub/skeleton of nested struct.
Figures 40 and 41 illustrate this information graphically for
the UltraSPARC platform. The helper operators for primitive
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Fig. 40. UltraSPARC Stub Sizes

types are not generated by the IDL compiler since they are provided by the ORB core. Therefore, they are not shown.
Tables XV and XVI indicate that the stubs for interpretive
(de)marshaling are much smaller than the ones for compiled
(de)marshaling. As shown in Section IV-D.6, the interpretive
stub sizes are 26-45% of the size of the compiled stubs. As
shown in Section IV, in addition to explicitly (de)marshaling parameters, the compiled stub must initialize a GIOP/IIOP request
message and invoke it.
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Stub name
test
test
test
test
test
test
test

Interpreted size
skel
table
total
440
88
528
552
88
640
480
88
568
848
88
936
680
88
768
680
88
768
848
88
936

short skel
ubstring skel
fixed struct skel
strseq skel
var struct skel
nested struct skel
struct seq skel

Compiled size
helper
total
N/A
544
432
1,120
536
1,120
576
1,528
368
1,152
176
960
416
1,368

skel
544
688
584
952
784
784
952

Compiled
Interpreted

Stub size
36.69
30.73
26.21
34.43
39.25
45.06
38.02

Skeleton size
97.06
57.14
50.17
61.26
66.66
80.00
68.42

parable, though the interpreted stubs were 40% the size of the
compiled stubs.

1600.0
1400.0

Size in bytes

Performance
85.48
85.12
74.96
106.66
99.20
95.77
107.69

TABLE XVII
C OMPARISON OF I NTERPRETIVE WITH C OMPILED C ODE ON
U LTRA SPARC IN P ERCENTAGES

TABLE XVI
S KELETON S IZES ON U LTRA SPARC

1800.0

operation
test short
test ubstring
test fixed struct
test strseq
test var struct
test nested struct
test struct seq
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D.7 Benefits of TAO’s Interpretive Stubs and Skeletons
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Fig. 41. UltraSPARC Skeleton Sizes

For interpretive stubs, GIOP/IIOP request processing is performed by the do static call method in TAO’s ORB Core.
This method is an interpreter for stubs generated statically
by TAO’s IDL compiler. The size of skeletons for compiled
(de)marshaling is relatively smaller than the compiled stubs
since the ServerRequest object is already available.
The overloaded operators for primitives are provided by the
ORB Core and no extra code is generated. Therefore, the skeleton code size for primitives like shorts and longs are comparable for interpretive and compiled (de)marshaling. However,
for non-primitive data types, the skeleton code size for the interpreted (de)marshaling is between 50-80% of the compiled
form.7
D.6 Summary of Comparisons
This section summarizes the results of Sections IV-D.5.a and
IV-D.5.b. Table XVII illustrates how interpreted stubs and
skeletons compared with the compiled versions for the UltraSPARC platform (all values are in percentages). Similar results
are observed for the other two platforms.
Our results comparing the performance of the compiled and
interpretive stubs indicate that on an average, the interpretive
stubs perform 86% for primitive types, 75% for fixed size structures, and over 100% for data types with sequences as well
as the compiled stubs. However, the code size for user-defined
types for interpreted stubs was 26-45% and for interpreted skeletons was 50-80% of the size of the compiled stubs and skeletons,
respectively. For primitive types, the skeleton sizes were com7 The results of code size measurements for NT and Linux are not shown for
lack of space. However, the results are similar to those for the UltraSparc.

This section illustrates how the efficiency and small footprint
of TAO’s interpretive stubs and skeletons can be useful in implementing a number of important CORBA services on memoryconstrained systems.
Table XVIII depicts the CORBA Object Services provided in
the TAO release. We provide details on the number of userdefined structures, sequences, and total number of operations
and/or attributes defined by their IDL definitions. We have not
reported other data types, such as unions, enums, and exceptions
defined by these IDLs.
As shown in Sections IV and IV-D, the total size of all the
stubs/skeletons using compiled form of (de)marshaling will exceed that of interpretive (de)marshaling as the number of operations and user-defined types increase.
Table XVIII shows examples of standard CORBA Object Services, such as the Trading service and Naming service, as well as
several services supported by TAO, such as a real-time Scheduling service [8]. As shown in the table, the IDL definitions for
Service
Trading
A/V Streams
Property
Events
Naming
Scheduling
Logging
LifeCycle

structures
11
2
3
0
2
4
1
0

sequences
7
3
5
0
2
4
0
1

op/attributes
63
50
33
18
13
10
6
6

TABLE XVIII
N UMBER OF O PERATIONS AND U SER - DEFINED T YPES IN S TANDARD OMG
S ERVICES

these services define a very large number of operations and/or
attributes. The total size of stubs and skeletons using compiled
(de)marshaling is significantly greater than that of interpretive
(de)marshaling.
In addition, for every user-defined type, the compiled form
will produce overloaded operators to (de)marshal these types.
As shown in Section IV-D, the performance of the interpreted stub/skeleton strategy is comparable to, or exceeds,
the compiled strategy. However, the code size for inter-
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preted stubs/skeletons is much smaller than the compiled
stubs/skeletons.
V. R ELATED WORK
Techniques for optimizing communication middleware is an
emerging field of study. Our research on CORBA focuses on optimizing communication middleware at multiple protocol layers
and multiple levels of abstraction including the I/O subsystem,
communication protocols, and higher-level CORBA implementation itself. This section compares our research on TAO with related work on optimizing protocol implementations, generating
efficient stubs for (de)marshaling, and evaluating performance
of OO middleware.
A. Related Work on Optimization Principle Patterns
This section describes results from existing work on protocol
optimization based on one or more of the principle patterns in
Table I.
A.1 Optimizing for the expected case
[28] describes a technique called header prediction that predicts the message header of incoming TCP packets. This technique is based on the observation that many members in the
header remain constant between consecutive packets. This observation led to the creation of a template for the expected packet
header. The optimizations reported in [28] are based on Principle Pattern 1, which optimizes for the common case and Principle Pattern 3, which is precompute, if possible. We present the
results of applying these principle patterns to optimize IIOP in
Sections III-B.3, III-B.4, and III-B.5.
A.2 Eliminating gratuitous waste
[29], [30], [31] describe the application of an optimization
mechanism called Integrated Layer Processing (ILP). ILP is
based on the observation that data manipulation loops that operate on the same protocol data are wasteful and expensive. The
ILP mechanism integrates these loops into a smaller number of
loops that perform all the protocol processing. The ILP optimization scheme is based on Principle Pattern 2, which gets rid
of gratuitous waste. We demonstrate the application of this principle pattern to IIOP in Section III-B.4 where we eliminated unnecessary calls to the deep free method, which frees primitive data types. [31] cautions against improper use of ILP since
this may increase processor cache misses.
A.3 Passing information between layers
Packet filters [32], [33], [34] are a classic example of Principle Pattern 6, which recommends passing information between
layers. A packet filter demultiplexes incoming packets to the
appropriate target application(s). Rather than having demultiplexing occur at every layer, each protocol layer passes certain information to the packet filter, which allows it to identify
which packets are destined for which protocol layer. We applied Principle Pattern 6 for IIOP in Section III-B.4 where we
passed the TypeCode information and size of the element type
of a sequence to the TypeCode interpreter. Therefore, the
interpreter need not calculate the same quantities repeatedly.

A.4 Moving from generic to specialized functionality
[35] describes a facility called fast buffers (FBUFS). FBUFS
combines virtual page remapping with shared virtual memory
to reduce unnecessary data copying and achieve high throughput. This optimization is based on Principle Pattern 2, which
focuses on eliminating gratuitous waste and Principle Pattern 3,
which replaces generic schemes with efficient, special purpose
ones. We applied these principle patterns for IIOP in Section IIIB.4 where we incorporated the struct traverse logic and
some of the decoder logic into the TypeCode interpreter.
A.5 Improving cache-affinity
[26] describes a scheme called “outlining” that when used improves processor cache effectiveness, thereby improving performance. We describe optimizations for processor cache in Section III-B.5.
A.6 Efficient demultiplexing
Demultiplexing routes messages between different levels of
functionality in layered communication protocol stacks. Most
conventional communication models, such as the Internet model
or the ISO/OSI reference model, require some form of multiplexing to support interoperability with existing operating systems and protocol stacks. In addition, conventional CORBA
ORBs utilize several extra levels of demultiplexing at the application layer to associate incoming client requests with the appropriate servant and operation. Layered multiplexing and demultiplexing is generally disparaged for high-performance communication systems [36] due to the additional overhead incurred
at each layer. [34] describes a fast and flexible message demultiplexing strategy based on dynamic code generation. [37] evaluates the performance of alternative demultiplexing strategies for
real-time CORBA.
Our results for latency measurements have shown that with
increasing number of servants, the latency increases. This is
partly due to the additional overhead of demultiplexing the request to the appropriate operation of the appropriate servant.
TAO uses a de-layered demultiplexing architecture [37] that can
select optimal demultiplexing strategies based on compile-time
and run-time analysis of CORBA IDL interfaces.
B. Related Work on Presentation Layer Conversions
B.1 Interpretive versus compiled forms of (de)marshaling
SunSoft IIOP uses an interpretive (de)marshaling engine. An
alternative approach is to use compiled (de)marshaling. A compiled (de)marshaling scheme is based on a priori knowledge of
the type of an object to be marshaled. Thus, in this scheme there
is no necessity to decipher the type of the data to be marshaled
at run-time. Instead, the type is known in advance, which can be
used to marshal the data directly.
[38] describes the tradeoffs of using compiled and interpreted
(de)marshaling schemes. Although compiled stubs are faster,
they are also larger. In contrast, interpretive (de)marshaling is
slower, but smaller in size. [38] describes a hybrid scheme that
combines compiled and interpretive (de)marshaling to achieve
better performance. This work was done in the context of the
ASN.1/BER encoding [39].
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According to the SunSoft IIOP developers, interpretive
(de)marshaling is preferable since it decreases code size and
increases the likelihood of remaining in the processor cache.
As explained in Section VI, we are currently implementing a
CORBA IDL compiler [40] that can generate compiled stubs
and skeletons. Our goal is to generate efficient stubs and skeletons by extending optimizations provided in USC [41] and
“Flick” [24], which is a flexible, optimizing IDL compiler. Flick
uses an innovative scheme where intermediate representations
guide the generation of optimized stubs. In addition, due to the
intermediate stages, it is possible for Flick to map different IDLs
(e.g., CORBA IDL, ONC RPC IDL, MIG IDL) to a variety of
target languages such as C, C++.
B.2 Presentation layer and data copying
The presentation layer is a major bottleneck in highperformance communication subsystems [29]. This layer transforms typed data objects from higher-level representations to
lower-level representations (marshaling) and vice versa (demarshaling). In both RPC toolkits and CORBA, this transformation
process is performed by client-side stubs and server-side skeletons that are generated by interface definition language (IDL)
compilers. IDL compilers translate interfaces written in an IDL
(such as Sun RPC XDR [42], DCE NDR, or CORBA CDR [3])
to other forms such as a network wire format. A significant
amount of research has been devoted to developing efficient stub
generators. We cite a few of these and classify them as below.
 Annotating high level programming languages: The Universal Stub Compiler (USC) [41] annotates the C programming
language with layouts of various data types. The USC stub compiler supports the automatic generation of device and protocol
header marshaling code. The USC tool generates optimized C
code that automatically aligns data structures and performs network/host byte order conversions.
 Generating code based on control flow analysis of interface specification: [38] describes a technique of exploiting
application-specific knowledge contained in the type specifications of an application to generate optimized marshaling code.
This work tries to achieve an optimal tradeoff between interpreted code (which is slow but compact in size) and compiled
code (which is fast but larger in size). A frequency-based ranking of application data types is used to decide between interpreted and compiled code for each data type. Our implementations of the stub compiler will be designed to adapt according
to the runtime access characteristics of various data types and
methods. The runtime usage of a given data type or method can
be used to dynamically link in either the compiled or the interpreted version. Dynamic linking has been shown to be useful
for mid-stream adaptation of protocol implementations [43].
 Using high level programming languages for distributed
applications: [44] describes a stub compiler for the C++ language. This stub compiler does not need an auxiliary interface
definition language. Instead, it uses the operator overloading
feature of C++ to enable parameter marshaling. This approach
enables distributed applications to be constructed in a straightforward manner. A drawback of using a programming language
like C++ is that it allows programmers to use constructs (such as
references or pointers) that do not have any meaning on the re-

mote side. Instead, IDLs are more restrictive and disallow such
constructs. CORBA IDL has the added advantage that it resembles C++ in many respects and a well-defined mapping from the
IDL to C++ has been standardized.
B.3 Application level framing and integrated layer processing
for communication subsystems
Conventional layered protocol stacks and distributed object
middleware lack the flexibility and efficiency required to meet
the quality of service requirements of diverse applications running over high-speed networks. One proposed remedy for this
problem is to use Application Level Framing (ALF) [29], [45],
[46] and Integrated Layer Processing (ILP) [29], [30], [43].
ILP ensures that lower layer protocols deal with data in units
specified by the application. ILP provides the implementor with
the option of performing all data manipulations in one or two
integrated processing loops, rather than manipulating the data
sequentially. [31] have shown that although ILP reduces the
number of memory accesses, it does not reduce the number of
cache misses compared to a carefully designed non-ILP implementation.
A major limitation of ILP described in [31] is its applicability
to only non-ordering constrained protocol functions and its uses
of macros that restrict the protocol implementation from being
dynamically adapted to changing requirements.
As shown by our results, CORBA ORBs suffer from a number of overheads that includes the many layers of software and
large chain of function calls. We plan to use integrated layer processing to minimize the overhead of the various software layers.
We are developing a factory of ILP based inline functions
that are targeted to perform different functions. This allows us
to dynamically link required functionality as the requirements
change and yet have an ILP-based implementation.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
The embedded multimedia industry is growing rapidly and
hand-held devices, such as PIMs, Web-phones, Web-TVs, and
Palm computers, running multimedia applications, such as
MIME-enabled email and Web browsing, are becoming ubiquitous. Ideally, these embedded multimedia applications can be
developed using standard middleware components like CORBA,
rather than building them from scratch. However, stringent constraints on the available memory in embedded systems impose
a stringent limit on the footprint of the middleware, particularly
the stubs and skeletons generated by CORBA IDL compilers.
This paper illustrates the benefits of applying optimization
principle patterns to improve the performance of CORBA InterORB Protocol (IIOP) middleware substantially. The principle
patterns that directed our optimizations include: (1) optimizing
for the common case, (2) eliminating gratuitous waste, (3) replacing general-purpose methods with efficient special-purpose
ones, (4) precomputing values, if possible, (5) storing redundant
state to speed up expensive operations, (6) passing information
between layers, (7) optimizing for processor cache affinity, (8)
factoring out common tasks to reduce footprint, and (9) avoiding heap allocation as much as possible.
Table XIX summarizes the problems encountered, the solutions we applied, and the optimization principle patterns that
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Problem
High overhead of
small, frequently
called methods
Lack of support for
aggressive inlining
Too many method
calls
Expensive no-ops for
deep free of scalar
types
Repetitive size and
alignment calculation
of sequence elements
Duplication of tasks
between function
calls
Cache miss penalty
Repetitive Code
Excess Allocation
and Deallocation

Solution
C++ inline
hints

Principle Pattern
Optimize for
common case

C preprocessor
macros
Specialize TypeCode
interpreter
Insert a check and
delete at top level

Optimize for
common case
Generic to
specialized
Eliminate
waste

Precompute size and
alignment info in extra
state in TypeCode
Use default parameters
solution and pass info.
when appropriate
Split large interpreter
into specialized
methods and outline
Factor out common tasks
and provide a single
method to perform them
Try to allocate on
function call stack

Precompute
and maintain
extra state
Pass info.
across layers
Optimize
for cache

an optimizing code generation back-end added to the SunSoft
IDL compiler front end. These generated stubs and skeletons
transform C++ methods into/from CORBA requests via our optimized IIOP implementation.
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